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 , 50, 53 Ahead of the Curve I got my first computer in 1983. It was a 486DX2-33 with 8 megabytes of RAM. The name was
“Kali”. I was the only employee on the team that developed the VB.Net compiler. The VB.Net compiler used a VB.Net runtime
compiler and had a simpler task. It just did syntax checking and found where the errors were. I was a kid, who by the way, did

not have access to Stack Overflow as a search engine. I had to go to a Yahoo! Search Engine and search “VB.Net runtime
compiler”. The first page of hits was my baby. In 2002, I was working on the C# compiler for the Mono platform and noticed

that something was missing in the tasks that the compiler performed. “This isn’t an official issue, but I think you can implement
the task you are missing. Just search for the compiler command line switches on the task description page.” “Ok, great. What are

the command line switches?” “Vb.Net runtime compiler?” “No, compiler switch.” “Ahh, I see. Well, it has this parameter:
–configuration. Just implement the option you need and see what happens.” “Ok, great. What are the options?” “Well, the

compiler needs a configuration file for its operation. You can specify it with this parameter: –configuration. The options are:
‘debug’, ‘release’, ‘server’, ‘library’, ‘core’, and ‘exe’.” “Ok, great. What are they?” “Well, the ‘debug’ option turns the compiler

into a debug compiler. It will emit debugging symbols into the output file, so you can debug the code easier. The ‘release’ option
will eliminate all debugging symbols and emit a binary that you can deploy to production.” “Ok, I get it. What are the ‘server
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